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Abstract: The main aim of this paper is to Design such a target so that there is least detection of it by the Radar sys-

tem. For this we need to implement the strategies so that the RCS (Radar Cross Section) of the target is reduced to its 

minimum amount, the two types of reduction process we will be using are Stealth Technology and Materials & Absorp-

tion (Use of Radar Absorbent Materials). RCS reduction is chiefly important in stealth technology for aircraft, missiles, 

ships, and other military vehicles. With smaller RCS, vehicles can better evade radar detection, whether it be from 

land-based installations, guided weapons or other vehicles. The distance at which a target can be detected for a given 

radar configuration varies with the fourth root of its RCS. Therefore, in order to cut the detection distance to one tenth, 

the RCS should be reduced by a factor of 10,000. Whilst this degree of improvement is challenging, it is often possible 

when influencing platforms during the concept/design stage and using experts and advanced computer code simulations 

to implement the control options. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

RCS Measurement of the standard targets is a complex 

task due to the many factors that may affect these 

measurements. Instrumental errors, spurious interferences 

and reflections are some of contributors that degrade the 

quality of the measurement data. 
 

In RCS measurement, it is important that the radar is illu-

minated by an electromagnetic wave which is uniform in 

phase and amplitude. For practical purposes the maximum 

tolerance for amplitude variation is 0.5dB whereas the 

phase deviation should not be more than by 22.50. These 

characterize the far field condition and also limit the Quiet 

Zone size of the anechoic chamber. 

 

II. TECHNIQUES & ALGORITHMS BRIEFING 
 

Anechoic Chamber Measurement setup: 

The Anechoic Chamber is of size 3m x 3m x 10m. The 

target-to-source distance is about 7m. The instrumentation 

comprises of the HP 8530 Microwave receiver, HP 83620 

synthesized sweeper, and an 8511A Front-End. Broadband 

illumination horns covering the frequency range 3-8GHz 

and 8-18GHz with low side lobes for reduced coupling are 

used to transmit and receive. A target stand made of low-

density foam is used for placement of the target. The 

instrumentation interfaces to a PC based controller over 

GPIB bus. 
 

The basic instrumentation required for RCS measurements 

consists of four subsystems that can be controlled by a 

central station; these subsystems are:  

 Positioners and drivers (Target Positioning Systems) 

 Receiver 

 Transmitter  

 Data acquisition system. 

 

 
Using a simple setup and placing the transmitter (TX) and 

receiver (RX) antennas in the scheme showed in Figure, it 

is possible to measure the RCS of targets in different 

frequency ranges. The distance between both antennas 

needs to be tested to eliminate the radiation coupling 

between them.  
 

 
fig. 2.1 VNA Machine for RCS experiment 

 

 
fig. 2.2 VNA Instrumentation and Anechoic Chamber 

for RCS Measurements 
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fig. 2.3 General RCS Measurement technique with the 

help of Tx/Rx antenna and computer GPIB interface 
 

Figure shows the system composed by: 

a. Target under test (square flat plate with 0.2 m side); 

b. Pyramidal microwave absorbers; 

c. Horn antennas to the 8.2 – 12.4 GHz frequency range; 

d. Low loss coaxial cables; 
 

 
Fig. 2.4   Anechoic Chamber inside view 

 

1.3 Parameters and steps of measurement: 

Setting the appropriate parameters is essential to step-

frequency RCS measurement system. According to the 

different requirements of measurement, the parameters 

need to be intercalated as follows: 
 

1) The span of frequency: The signal provided by network 

analyzer is equivalent to a serial pulse in time-domain. 

The width of pulse τ is 1/BW, where BW is the span of 

frequency, so the resolution of range Δd is c/2BW. We can 

see that is a wide frequency span and narrow pulse signal 

which introduces a very good resolution of range. 

Therefore, the span of frequency must be chosen 

according to the desired resolution. 
 

2) Number of points: According to the measurement 

distance R, the maximal interval of frequency Δfmax is 

c/2R, and the least points is BW/Δfmax. 
 

3) IF bandwidth: It’s helpful to improve the signal to noise 

ratio (SNR) by setting appropriate IF bandwidth. In 

theory, the narrower IF bandwidth we set, the better results 

we get. However, if the IF bandwidth is too little, the 

sweep time will be increased greatly, and the time of 

measurement must be unbearable.  

4) Power:  Due to the effect of cable loss and attenuation 

on space, the received energy of signal will be reduced. So 

it’s necessary to increase the transmitted power to improve 

the SNR. However, the stability of power cannot be 

assured beyond a limited scope. Therefore, we add a 

power amplifier to keep the source unchanged. 

 

III. ALGORITHM APPROACHES 
 

The steps of measurement are as follows: 

Step 1: The whole chamber is measured, and then the time 

cancellation is done to reduce the impact of clutters. 
 

Step 2: The target is measured. The region where energy 

from target tested is higher than that from background will 

be chosen by a range gate, and returned to frequency-

domain. 
 

Step 3: The scaling is measured. The frequency-domain 

data are recorded in the same range gate. 
 

The RCS of target is calculated by the following formula: 

 

 
 

σdBsm = S21 − S`21 + σ`dBsm  
 

Where,    σdBsm is the RCS of target, 

               σ` dBsm is the RCS of standard target, 

             S21,S`21 are the scattered power density measured 

value of target and standard target. 
 

Proposed system: 
  

The earliest forms of RAM were the materials called 

Sumpf and Schornsteinfeger, a coating used by the German 

navy during World War II for the snorkels (or periscopes) 

of submarines, to lower their reflectivity in the 20-

centimeter radar band the Allies used. The material had a 

layered structure and was based on graphite particles and 

other semi conductive materials embedded in a rubber 

matrix. The material's efficiency was partially reduced by 

the action of sea water. 
 

Germany also pioneered the first aircraft to use RAM 

during World War II, in the form of the Horten Ho 229. It 

used a carbon-impregnated plywood that would have made 

it very stealthy to Britain's primitive radar of the time. It is 

unknown if the carbon was incorporated for stealth 

reasons or because of Germany's metal shortage. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we surveyed about the technology used in 

our project is a highly advanced and under process tech-

nology on which many scientists are still working, the 

technology may be implemented for the defence purposes 

which are highly effective when it comes to the national 

security of the nation. The designing and results are are 

under processing of chaotic structure in CST software. We 

will submit the next part of this paper as early as possible 

with results and algorithms. 
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